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Metro, mono rail, bus – Wadala to have it all
SMOOTH COMMUTE Updated study for multimodal transport hub on 18.44 hectares shared with agencies for feedback
Aroosa Ahmed
n
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MUMBAI: The Mumbai Metropoli-

tan Region Development Authority (MMRDA) has firmed up plans
to build a multi-modal transport
hub in Wadala spread across 18.44
hectares. The hub, which will be
built near the Wadala mono rail
station, will include all public
transport arms, including Metro
(station and a car shed), inter-city
bus terminal, Brihanmumbai
Electric Supply and Transport
(BEST) feeder buses, improved
road access and proposed harbour railway connectivity to
Navi Mumbai.
The hub will also include area
from BEST Anik Bus depot. The
depot will also be used to house
the Metro car shed and the area
near the depot will be used for the
development of the Interstate Bus
Terminal (ISBT).
The development of the multimodal transport hub has been
stated in the final draft of the
Comprehensive Transport Study
(CTS) for the Mumbai Metropolitan Region (MMR). The updated
study of 2019 CTS, which is being
finalised by MMRDA, was shared
with different planning and
transport agencies, including
railways, for their suggestions
and comments last week. After
the study, designs of the multitransport hub will be prepared
after which work orders for the
construction of the hub will
undertaken by the MMRDA.
The transport hub once completed will enable passengers to
commute with multiple modes of
transportation and interchange
all under one roof. It will in turn
give boost to the state government’s pending proposal to transform Wadala into a commercial
hub. With the construction of the
multi-modal transport hub, the
state government aims to create
1.2 lakh jobs in the different public transport system that will be
introduced in Wadala, said a
MMRDA official.

The harbour railway connectivity to Wadala has been proposed through the Chhatrapati
Shivaji Maharaj Terminus
(CSMT)-Panvel elevated corridor
in the CTS. However, the Mumbai
Rail Vikas Corporation (MRVC)
is in discussion with MMRDA to
commence the elevated harbour
corridor from Wadala railway
station. The CTS study has also
proposed improving road connectivity to Wadala by widening
of Sewri-Chembur bridge adjacent to the Anik bus depot, adding
a connector to the Eastern Freeway with traffic signal controlled
system, extension of the Metro
corridor from Wadala to Carnac
Bunder and extension of flyover
on the Eastern Express Way to
the Sewri-Chembur road.
“The entire area will be developed into a commercial hub. We
plan to operate feeder buses for
commuters from Metro, railway
stations as the residential and
commercial growth increases
here,” said a BEST official.
“Wadala hub has been planned
as a transit-oriented development plan. It will promote a walkto-work culture. This will be helpful for commuters as well as people, who reside in Wadala,” said
an MMRDA official.
Transport experts welcomed
the development of a multi-modal
transport hub but questioned the
need for a new commercial hub in
central Mumbai instead of in the
outer suburbs or the metropolitan region. “The concept of multiple modes of transport under one
umbrella is good and will help the
passengers. However, there is no
need for a commercial hub.
Development should be done to
the north of the city and not the
south. People should not have to
travel for hours to reach their
workplace,” said transport
expert Ashok Datar.
MMRDA has been appointed
as the special planning authority
for Wadala and plans to develop
the nearly 156.52 hectares into a
commercial hub.

WADALA TO BECOME A COMMERCIAL HUB
The plan: To provide multiple modes of public transport under one roof for passengers
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The concept of multiple modes of
transport under one umbrella is good and
will help the passengers, however, there is no
need for a commercial hub.

ASHOK DATAR, transport expert
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MUMBAI: The city and suburbs wit-

WATER ATMS TO
GIVE 1L WATER
FOR 1 AT MARINE
DRIVE, GIRGAUM

Open space

A motorist makes his way amid the heavy showers at Kalyan on
Tuesday.
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another similar weather system
moving over western Madhya
Pradesh. Both these factors and
east-west wind have made monsoon conditions active along
Mumbai coast with strong westerly winds,” said an official from
IMD. The minimum temperature
in the city and suburbs was 2
degrees below normal at 24.5
degrees Celsius on Tuesday
morning. Overnight rain and
showers during the day led to cool
conditions and allowed the day
temperature to drop to 27.2
degrees Celsius, 3 degrees below
normal, in south Mumbai while
the suburbs recorded 29.3 degrees
Celsius, 1.1 degree below normal.
Santacruz and Colaba both
recorded 90% humidity on Tuesday as compared to 86% in Colaba
and 74% in Santacruz on Monday.
Experts said this led to misty conditions. “When relative humidity
suddenly goes up and moisture
incursions are high, a drop in day
temperature increases chances of
fog or mist. It always depends on

the availability of moisture and
availability of surfaces on which
water vapour/moisture can condense,” said Akshay Deoras,
meteorologist and PhD
researcher, University of Reading, UK. According to IMD, the
lowest visibility on Tuesday was
800m at the Mumbai airport
between 5 and 6 pm.
Meanwhile, the air quality
index (AQI) was 15, falling under
the ‘good’ category. This is the
lowest AQI this year for the city
and second lowest since air monitoring began in Mumbai in 2015.
All 10 locations recorded ‘good’
AQI on Tuesday where the
SAFAR monitors air quality.
Prior to Tuesday, Mumbai
recorded an AQI of 16 on July 24
and 13 on June 25, 2018.
IMD officials said with more
rain expected over the coming
days, Mumbai is likely to surpass
the 3,000mm mark by end of the
week. Mumbai has recorded
2,747.5mm from June 1 to Tuesday 5.30pm.
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MUMBAI: The Brihanmumbai
Municipal Corporation (BMC)
will install water ATMs at
Marine Drive and Girgaum
Chowpatty in January next year,
civic officials said. Citizens will
get water from these ATMs at a
nominal cost of ¥1 per litre. The
project is on the lines of the water
ATMs installed at various railway stations across the city.
Additional municipal commissioner Praveen Darade said, “The
initiative will reduce the use of
plastic as citizens will be able to
refill water bottles instead of purchasing packaged water bottles.”
The BMC has identified these
two locations to introduce the
project on a pilot basis, and will
appoint private contractors for
the ATMs by December.
According to civic officials, if
the project gets a good response,
the BMC will install several of
these machines, especially in
areas which witness a high footfall.
“We will appoint contractors
who will buy water from the BMC
and sell it to the public at ¥1 per
litre. In return, the contractors
will get the advertising rights for
the ATM, from which he or she
can earn the revenue, to make the
model viable,” Darade said.
In July, HT had reported that
BMC chief Praveen Pardeshi had
directed all ward officials to identify spots where water-vending
machines can be set up to provide
clean drinking water to citizens.

Monorail Alignment
SPA Boundary
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MUMBAI: At least 44 of 133 com-

pressed natural gas (CNG) stations were non-functional in the
city after the supply to Mahanagar Gas Limited’s (MGL) Wadala
facility was disrupted on Tuesday
following a fire which broke out
at Oil and Natural Gas Corporation’s (ONGC) Uran plant.
MGL informed that the supply
of piped natural gas (PNG) was
unaffected, but fuel supply to several industrial and commercial
units was hit.
This was the second time in
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MUMBAI: For the first time ever,

the Asiatic Society of Mumbai
has a woman president. Vispi
Balaporia, 78, a life-long educator, former head of the English
department and former viceprincipal of the city’s Jai Hind
College, will now head the
iconic 215-year-old institution.
Originally the Literary Society of Bombay, it was set up by
the British government to
gather, systematise and disseminate knowledge of India
and ‘the Orient’. Today, the
focus is on connecting with a
new generation, and taking

their collection digital — initiatives Balaporia will now oversee. While elated about her
appointment, Balaporia says
the elation subsided somewhat
when she began to think of the
huge responsibility, and the
negligible funding at hand.
Electing a woman president
is something that should have
happened sooner, she says. “I
don’t know why it didn’t, given
that we have had so many
women vice-presidents over
the years.”
In the immediate future,
along with digitisation, Balaporia wants to focus on the conservation and restoration of
the rare books and maps in

their original form too. But
what they need in order for any
of this to happen, she says, is a
lot more money. “We get a
grant from the Ministry of Culture in Delhi but we desperately need more funding,” she
says. The Asiatic Society’s digitisation project was started
with ¥5 crore from the state in
2015. “Our web portal Granth
Sanjeevani has made it possible for scholars and researchers worldwide to access the
wealth of information and academic resources available at
the institution,” Balaporia
says. “This project took off well
and we’re all set to start the
second phase.”

n

tra elections, Prime Minister
Narendra Modi is expected to
unveil a slew of projects for the
Mumbai Metropolitan Region
(MMR) on Saturday.
According to officials, Modi
will preside over the groundbreaking ceremony for three
Metro lines –Metro 10 (GaimukhShivaji Nagar), Metro-11 (Wadala-General Post office), Metro-12
(Kalyan-Taloja) and the Metro
Bhavan, the operational and control centre for all metro lines that
will be constructed in Aarey. He
will also unveil a mock train for
Metro-2A (Dahisar -DN Nagar)
and Metro-7 (Dahisar E-Andheri
E) at the Bandra-Kurla Complex
(BKC).
RA Rajeev, metropolitan commissioner, MMRDA, said, “A
vision document on the Metro
network in MMR will also be
unveiled on the same day. We will
also showcase the Bandongri station.” This metro station is the
first one to be ready along the
Metro-7 corridor that is expected
to be operational in 2020.
The first Metro mock train
reached the city on Monday. “The
car is housed in a specially constructed exhibition centre at the
MMRDA grounds in BKC. The
external facade of this centre
mimics a typical neo Mumbai
Metro station,” Rajeev said.
The Mumbai Metropolitan
Region Development Authority
(MMRDA) expects 505 more
Metro cars to be supplied by the
Bharat Earth Movers, under the
Make in India initiative.
After the bhoomipujan of the
Mumbai projects, the PM is
expected to fly to Aurangabad in

less than a month that Mumbai
faced a severe shortage of CNG
due to disrupted gas supply from
ONGC’s Uran plant. Earlier, the
CNG supply was hit for three
days due to undisclosed technical
issues at ONGC’s plant from
August 16.
Gas supply to MGL is crucial
from Mumbai as nearly 12 lakh
households and 7 lakh vehicles,
including taxis, auto-rickshaws,
and BEST buses are dependent on
PNG and CNG supply, respectively. MGL informed that the gas
supply to the city was partially
restored in the afternoon, after
which all CNG stations became

operation by 3pm. “MGL’s City
Gate Station at Wadala has been
partially restored and gas supply
to various CNG stations and
industrial and commercial customers across MGL’s network, is
getting progressively normalised,” MGL said in a statement.
“A majority of taxi drivers
refuel their vehicles in the evening, so cabbies did not face much
of a problem,” said AL Quadros,
leader, Mumbai Taximen Union.
Brihanmumbai Electric Supply and Transport (BEST) undertaking’s spokesperson said that
they did not face problems as
there was gas in the pipeline.

the afternoon and then on to Nagpur. He is also expected to visit
Pune. However, the final details
of Modi’s visit are yet to be
announced.
The Prime Minister will lay the
foundation stone of the ¥330 crore
broad gauge Metro project of
MahaMetro, which will link Nagpur with Wardha, Narkhed,
Bhandara and Ramtek. Modi will
also release the Brand Vision document of MahaMetro, the nodal
agency for several Metro projects
in Nagpur, Nashik, etc. The PM
will also perform the groundbreaking ceremony of a metro
coach manufacturing facility
located in Wardha’s Sindi dry
port, senior officials said.
At Aurangabad, Modi will dedicate the first phase of ‘state-ofthe-art’ Aurangabad Industrial
City (AURIC), which is developed
under the Delhi-Mumbai Industrial Corridor (DMIC), at Shendra
MIDC. State industries minister
Subhash Desai confirmed that
Modi will inaugurate the first
phase of AURIC.
With the Assembly polls a little
over a month away, Nationalist
Congress Party’s Udayanraje
Bhosale is expected to join the
Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) in
the presence of Modi in Pune,
party insiders said. Several NCP
leaders are likely to join BJP in
the coming days, including Jyoti
Kalani and Ganesh Naik. Naik is
expected to join the BJP on September 9.
In December 2018, before the
Lok Sabha elections, Modi had
attended the groundbreaking
ceremony of two Metro projects –
Metro-5 (Thane-Bhiwandi-Kalyan) and Metro-9 (Dahisar
E-Mira Bhayander line).
(With inputs from Swapnil
Rawal)
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CM Devendra Fadnavis with governor Ch Vidyasagar Rao and his wife Vinodha during Rao’s
farewell at Raj Bhavan on Tuesday. Rao has completed his five-year term and the newly
appointed governor Bhagat Singh Koshyari will be sworn in on Thursday.
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Vispi Balaporia was elected the first woman president of The
Asiatic Society of Mumbai at Fort.
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BMC rolls out interest
rate cuts for builders
MUMBAI: The Brihanmumbai
Municipal Corporation (BMC) on
Tuesday rolled out further concessions to builders by approving
cuts in interest rates in case payment of the premium amount by
builders is done in instalments
under development control regulations (DCR). The BMC has also
reduced interest rate for default
payment of builders’ premiums.
In a circular issued by the
development plan department of
the BMC on Tuesday, it stated:
“Instalment facility is proposed
to be modified by reducing the
rate of interest from 12% to 8.5%
on reducing balance instalments.”
The circular added, “Where

there is a default in the payment
of the instalment with interest,
the interest on the differed payment is proposed to be reduced
from 18% to 10% per annum for
the first six months from the
scheduled date; and thereafter,
12% for a further six months.”
Meanwhile, the state government had last month reduced the
premium for additional FSI
(floor-space index) to 40% of the
ready reckoner rate, from the
earlier 50%. In the case of fungible
(galleries and flowerbeds) FSI,
the premium was dropped to 35%
of the ready reckoner rate, from
50% for residential buildings; and
to 40% from 60% for commercial
structures.
HTC
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78-year-old to focus on going digital, connecting with youth
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City’s CNG supply hit after
blaze at ONGC Uran plant
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Interstate
bus terminal

Monorail yard and
multimodal
transport hub

Extension of the Metro
corridor from Wadala to Carnac
Bunder in Mumbai Port Trust
area

The final draft of a
comprehensive transport study
has recommended widening of
a bridge of the Sewri- Chembur
road adjacent to Anik bus depot

Tanushree Venkatraman
MUMBAI: Ahead of the Maharash-

WHAT WILL PASSENGERS GET
Interstate bus terminal at
Wadala by 2021

Modi to unveil
Metro projects
n

BrihanMumbai Electric
Supply and Transport (BEST)
Anik bus depot will also be used
for it

Multi-modal transportation
hub to be set up near the
Wadala monorail station
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nessed a surge in rain activity
between Monday night and Tuesday morning. The intensity of
rain reduced marginally during
the day on Tuesday. The weather
bureau has predicted heavy rain
with intermittent spells of very
heavy rain in isolated areas for
the next four days.
Mumbai suburbs recorded
131.4mm (very heavy) over the
last 24 hours (between 8.30am on
Monday and 8.30am on Tuesday),
of which 114.7mm rain was
recorded from 8.30pm on Monday
to 8.30am on Tuesday. South
Mumbai recorded 80mm (heavy)
over 24 hours, while 74mm was
recorded overnight.
Meanwhile, Thane recorded
190mm rain over 24 hours, while
other areas such as Ratnagiri
recorded 136mm, Alibaug,
133mm, and Matheran, 51mm.
The weather bureau categorises rainfall above 64.4mm in a
24-hour period as ‘heavy’, and
between 115.6mm to 204.4mm as
‘very heavy’. Between 8.30am and
8.30pm on Tuesday, south Mumbai recorded more rain than suburbs. While Colaba recorded
68mm rain, 53mm was recorded
at Santacruz. Other areas in the
city and suburbs recorded rain
ranging from 25 to 50mm.
The IMD said rain-bearing
weather systems were making
the southwest monsoon active
along the north Konkan coast.
“As predicted by IMD, rain intensity increased from Tuesday
(September 3) and moderate to
heavy showers are likely to continue till Friday, with the formation of a cyclonic circulation over
northeast Arabian Sea and

Wadala

156.52
hectares: 18.44 hectares: To be used
for development of transport hub
Total land available

Expect heavy rain today: IMD
n
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MUMBAI: Actress Tanushree
Dutta’s lawyer has approached
the Mumbai commissioner of
police (CP) to transfer the probe
of sexual harassment against
actor Nana Patekar, to the crime
branch.
Her legal team has also urged
the commissioner for direction
to withdraw the B summary
report filed by the police in the
case.
Datta’s lawyer Nitin Satpute
on Tuesday mailed his letter to
the CP and has raised several
lacunae in the probe conducted
by Oshiwara police. He has
claimed that the police deliberately did not record the statements of several witnesses who
supported Dutta’s claim.
In June, Oshiwara police had
filed a B-summary report in a
metropolitan magistrate court
at Andheri, seeking to close the
case, claiming that there is no
evidence to substantiate the
complaint. The police also
claimed that Dutta’s allegations
against Patekar were “false and
revengeful in nature”.
Dutta had filed a complaint
against Patekar on October 10,
2018, claiming that Patekar had
allegedly touched her inappropriately while shooting for a
song-and-dance sequence on
March 26, 2008, on the sets of the
film Horn OK Please.
In her complaint, Dutta said
she was initially told the dance
would be a solo performance,
with only a brief appearance by
Patekar. However, she said Patekar started teaching her the
dance steps and pushed and
pulled her towards him. Dutta
mentioned that she had complained about the actor’s behaviour to the producer, director
and choreographer, but they
only included more of Patekar
in the song.
Patekar has on several occasions denied all allegations.
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